The scope of this article is design tp elucide CES quantitative treatment's dosimetric levels regarding diagnostic and treatment efficacy managing psychiatric and neurological diseases [1, 2] . Actually, in both disorders the breakdown in neuronal electric equilibrium is the most likely factor participating in brain's quuntify biochemical and biophysical disturbances [3, 4] . A way to partly overcome this problem lays in the administration of specific CES quantitative dosimetric patterns enabling primarily changing biophysical and biochemical relationships in affected neurons causing prominent effects in the course of treatment. Today, its specific dosimetric mechanism and effect of action is still unknown to the scientific community [5] .
Introduction
The scope of this article is design tp elucide CES quantitative treatment's dosimetric levels regarding diagnostic and treatment efficacy managing psychiatric and neurological diseases [1, 2] . Actually, in both disorders the breakdown in neuronal electric equilibrium is the most likely factor participating in brain's quuntify biochemical and biophysical disturbances [3, 4] . A way to partly overcome this problem lays in the administration of specific CES quantitative dosimetric patterns enabling primarily changing biophysical and biochemical relationships in affected neurons causing prominent effects in the course of treatment. Today, its specific dosimetric mechanism and effect of action is still unknown to the scientific community [5] .
The cardinal point here is that effects of psychotropic medicine and electrotherapy show an identical improving effect on certain mental disorders [6] . Furthermore, it seems likely that electrical dosimetric forces like drug dosages are responsible for changes in the brain that eventually favorable influence Mind operations [7] . CES electric considerations are limit to dosimetric expressions producing trends for neuronal functional changes. To fulfill a competent role the electric forces must have unique biophysical characteristics for producing the great therapeutic benefit.In this respect, George et al. [8] pointed out that electric and magnetic stimulation influence the intrinsic neuronal electrical properties. The logic of this conclusion assumes that any shift in the physical configuration, density and shape of ion channels on neuronal membranes may change their electrical properties providing alter responses to outer electrical stimulation [9] . As these manifest, a growing need emerges for a base-evident theory unfolding the therapeutic biophysical mechanisms of the neuronal electric behavior to elicit its quantiquamntify dosimetric units [10, 11] .
A complex neuronal network influenced by external electric forces allow responses for variability due to altered intrinsic neuronal electrical properties. However, against this background a conceptual model will suggest to connect the neuronal networks electrical control over basic homeostatic synchronizing factors controlling a) all organs and systems of the unifying organism and b) the inner-outer information exchange. A critical point underlining it is that these neuronal networks represent an intricate bioelectrical controlling system [12, 13] composing of :
• discrete wire-analog autonomous and mental communication netting;
• inherited electrical forces governing the netting homeostatic sustenance;
• electrical properties regulating the netting biophysical information-processing.
Abstract
Background: The main point here is that CES method employ at both practices systematic applications of non-invasive, harmless electric currents in the range of 50 micro-to 2 milliamper, varying from 10 Hz to 100 kHz frequencies. They inject from 10 ms to 250 ms by each scalp pair out of an array of EEG electrodes transporting to regions of interest. Such electromagnetic forces induce equivalent number of ionic oscillatory streams crossing the brain in calibrated coulombs. Optimal control regulates by number of personalize treatment sessions reaching transitory homeostatic resynchronizing (THR) effects in electrical stimulated points limited to any electrode pair respectively. During THR neurotransmitters turnover normalizes liquidating neurological and psychiatric symptoms.
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The solution to the question of what model to employ in order to clarify the nature of CES and its benefits must be explained from electric resynchronizing benefits playing a central role in correcting neurotransmitters turnover. This likely neuronal electrical mechanism must have universal features that can be restored under the influence of outer quantitative dosimetric electric currents [14] . With the impact of this mechanism, one may state that a significant context in which to view CES dosimetric electric currents is the number of CES sessions needed for remodeling the neuronal wiring netting replacing electric desynchronizing with resynchronizing rhythms to facilitate the previously hindered information processing. Thus, the aim of this article is three fold to :
• Show that the electrodes metallic electrons flows carry on electrical dosimetric forces to scalp regions, enabling mediating equivalent cerebral ionic charge flows producing electrical therapeutic agents (ETA) influencing cross sectional neuronal tissues in places of interest.
• Define ETA data from CES procedures providing a therapeutic efficacy.
• Present the biophysical (electrical) mechanisms of ETA enabling from afresh resynchronizing affected excitable neurons with cooperative electrical stimulating effects permitting an optimal CES procedure emergence.
Electrical Therapeutic Agent (ETA) : Definition and

Mechanisms of Operation
ETA defines an induced electromagnetic directed stream of ionic charges measured in coulombs deriving from and linked with inner electromagnetic induction generated from outer electric currents applied to pairs of electrode terminals. The latter have been placed over wet or covered with gel scalp regions to resynchronize the electrical desynchronizing properties of cross sectional brain tissues of interest. ETA is responsible for the fundamental interactions controlling electrical forces in atoms, chemical reactions and electromagnetic phenomena [15] .
The principal point her is that to confirm ETA phenomena, one must have a clear knowledge about the nature of electrical and magnetic forces and fields. It is proven by experiments that two or more electrical charges exert forces upon each other. Two identical charges repel and two opposite charges attract each other [16] . In the same way two and more electrical charges produce electrical fields in their proximity. So any charge in accord with the third Newton's law will experience a force (F) to be proportional to the electric field (E) and to the charge itself, F = q E. In which the positive charges experience forces parallel to the field and negative charges to the contrary. From the electrical field perspective E = NC -1 . Accordingly, N is the force in newtons and C is the magnitude of charges in coulombs. Electrical charges on electrons travel in metallic conductors with a speed of light, c = 3 x 108 ms -1 , whereas a neuronal ionic pulse is one millionth that of a pulse in metallic wires. Traveling charges produce electrical currents and the latter produce in its vicinity magnetic fields. The latter can induce proportional electric current parameters beyond the skin electrolytes when electrodes are tightly contacting the wetted skin area.
Electrical forces sustain the motion of electrons in their orbits in atoms in a similar way as gravitational forces are accountable for keeping planets in their orbits. Gravitational forces have related particles expressed in mass and electrical forces contain electrical charge units, as well. Electric charge fundamentals are [16, 17] :
• A resting mass of an electron having 9, 1093897 (54) x 10 -31 kg representing a basic particle of the matter which integrally rotates around the nucleus of atoms.
• Having small charged fractions on electrons to be been named quark.
• When detached from atoms becoming free electrons constituting the electrical current stream.
• In case of an excess of electrons on a given body it may become negatively charged, as contrasted with an excess of protons providing positive charges.
• Defining the standardized unit of charge is a coulomb and knowing that 1.602 x 10 -19 coulombs of charges are on a single electron.
• Having on Na + ion an equal to electrons charges.
• Having electric potential which relates to the potential energy for per unit of charge and can be linked to the position of interest on neuronal membranes.
(i) Having a potential energy equation of : • Having resting charges to produce an electric field that points away from the positive and points to the negative charges, as contrasted with charges in motion that produce magnetic fields.
• Having charges tot oscillate forth and back to create electromagnetic waves in alternating currents that carry on the programming of information in coded forms.
• Having charge carriers, electrons in metal conductors and ions in electrolytes.
• Having electric repelling forces for two identical and attractive forces for two opposite charges.
• Having a remaining constant net charge when charges are destroyed (discharged). It means that when negative charges are destroyed with electrical current streams an equal number of positive charges become spontaneously destroyed as well.
This phenomenon leaves the net charge unchanged and its is called the conservation of charges and ions are accountable for the overall neuronal electrical phenomena. Having charge density for per unit of volume of a medium or per unit of surface area of a body. The higher the charge density the more is the electrical strength. n an outer electric circuit limited to two EEG electrode terminals, the electrical forces and current when applied to the wet (or with gel) scalp region of interest produces instant alternating magnetic fields that, in turn induce the creation of ionic currents from scalp and brain tissue directing it to the opposite electrode. These ionic charges obtain equivalent dosimetric electric forces that exists on terminals of any pair of electrodes to compose the fundamental ETA expressions. Once outer electricity is applied to biological tissues including the brain it never conducts metallic electrons inside living tissues, but mediates the physical (electrical) forces driving activated ions across tissues to be located between a pair of electrodes.
Thus, outer induced electromagnetic forces enable to mobilize a local stream of ions having ETA faculties from the act of flow from negative to positive charged terminals of electrodes in direct currents and shifted positions in alternated currents respectively. It is know from Physics [16] that two elementary particles in nature, electrons and protons of atoms bear an equal amount of negative and positive charges. That's why it is necessary to study neuronal ionic behavior with learning paradigms obtained from electrons flows in metallic conductors. The s principal point here relies on knowledge of how charge particles residing on ions exert the same quantifying dosimetric effects that have been induced by metallic electrons delivered to the electrode terminals applied to the scalp. Our assumption is that electric charges can be quantified in coulombs acting like drug dosimetric units and can be precisely measured with temporal gradation [17, 18] .
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Electric Therapeutic Agents (ETA) Composites
There is much fascinating drawing to introduce, if one can only overcome the explanatory obstacles presenting the ETA phenomenon. By using a technological model one can demonstrate ETA parameters in the following drawing.
A subject undergoing CES treatment with 1, 5 mA external current and 10 Hz frequency applied to the brain with 10 ms (milliseconds) duty cycle and 10 ms out of duty through a pair of electrodes during a therapeutic session of 10 minutes will obtain from the formulae Q = I x t ( Q is the amount of charge, I is the magnitude of current and t -is the timing of the procedure) -4.5 C (coulombs). The calculation is as follows : for a 10 minute CES procedure the duty cycle is 5 min.,then 1.5 mA 5 x 5 min = 1.5 x ( 5 x 60) = 1.5 x 300 sec = 4500 : 1000 = 4.5 C. If the same CES procedure lasts about 30 minutes then 4.5 x 3 = 13.5 C. of charges needed to receive a given therapeutic effect in each CES session.
A Conceptual Model for CES Usage
The critical point here is that we proceed to introduce the basic CES [19] elements to gain a reasonable level of understanding of the role of electrical parameters able to exert a favorable effect. The entity that executes a therapeutic effect is the 'stream of ionic charges' expressed in coulomb units for therapeutic efficacy. This 'stream of ions ionic charges' provide the (electrical) modulation units on brain electric tissues. Thus, the greatest impact of any applied electrical current is its ability to produce safe electrical forces acting upon scalp regions to induce ionic stream flows from scalp through brain tissues to create therapeutic ionic circuits. The number of Coulombs that interact with impaired electrical properties of given neurons will define the unit of a therapeutic effect in the region of interest.
CES uses low and high frequency of electric currents applied to the frontal and temporal regions of the scalp. It was noticed that CES has following merits [20]:
• Non invasive.
• Efficient.
• Possess health benefit.
• Convenient.
• Safe in usage and contain no health threat.
• Applying mild battery-powered electronic stimulation.
• Simple in operation.
• Comfortable.
• Compact.
• Portable.
The conceptual basis for CES utility is to reclaim control over [21, 22] :
• Anxiety.
• Depression.
• Schizophrenia.
• Attention deficit hyperactive disorders.
• Pain.
• Headache.
• Stress and stress-dependent disorders.
• Substance abuse-drugs, alcohol, and smocking.
• Insomnia.
The key point here is that CES achieves brain's biochemicak resynchronizing effects [23, 24] :
• Increases conversion of amino acids into
• molecules forming neurotransmitters.
• Rebalance neurotransmitters release.
• Reclaims alpha and delta brain waves.
• Raises blood levels of endorphins.
• Reduces spasms and edema.
• Tonifies weak muscles.
• Achieves deep relaxation.
It is also reported that CES improves [25, 26] :
• Memory.
• Concentration.
• Mental clarity.
• Learning.
• Vitality.
CES sets up a complex cooperative electric mechanism influencing the impaired electrical faculties of neurons of interest. For these reasons dosimetric quantities are of critical importance in achieving a desirable therapeutic effect. The central point here is that CES must fulfill the following prerequisites:
• It must have outer electric current magnitudes defined in micro or milliampers units.
• It must rely on high frequencies having no subjective side effects.
• It must be of optimal timing exposition to injected charge units.
• It must move through an electric conductive medium to accomplish an electric artificial circuit build-up.
• It must have the needed electrical parameters accurately influencing electrical desynchronized properties of neuronal electric tissues.
• It must display the number of singular CES procedures needed to bring one's
• relapse into a remission state of a given disease.
• It must hold personalize predictive parameters for healthy states.
• It must display the optimal electrical parameters useful for preventive needs.
CES methods of research require real CES and Sham CES application for monitoring the utility and efficacy of CES intervention with manipulating dosages for disclosing the optimal electrical parameters showing an optimal individual response.
Prospectives of CES Resynchronizing Impaired Neuronal Electrical Properties
The major articulating point here is that it focuses on the fundamental understanding of how CES procedures efficiently influences Autonomous Neuronal Networks (ANN) and Mental Neuronal Networks (MNN), respectively [27] . Given this demonstrated efficacy and safety, one should assume that neuronal membranes electric impaired faculties could be restored with the assistance of outer electrical forces. It frequently points out that these electrical homeostatic properties accurately influence ANN and MNN electrical wiring systems. We may present the neuronal netting architecture and function having [28] :
• Wire-analog ion channels with electrical excitable qualities.
• Self-arranged ion channels to create linear neuronal electric pathways.
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• Ion charge exchange through passive ion channels of diffusion to sustain an ongoing ionic equilibrium.
• Action potential propagation via ionic pumps.
• Normal electrical threshold level.
• Normal excitability of quantifying neurotransmitter vesicles.
• Normal dielectric property of lipid membranes.
For learning paradigms it is proper to consider that these nettinglike technological elements could be worn out and broken. Here one might consider the altered neuronal electric properties to be parts of netting impairment. This yields a corresponding defect in the neuronal electrical generation system [29] . Above all, emphasis here are on the emergent disequilibrium in ionic charges sustaining electrical impaired functions across certain brain regions. Electrical impairment is an expression of disconnection and miscorrelation in certain neuronal zones of electric activity [30] . Correspondingly, the principal aim of CES is to restore the ionic equilibrium across ANN and MNN leading to a fresh emergent transitory homeostatic resynchronization (THR) remission. Thus, CES represents a fresh model of usage of electrotherapy that embraces biophysical mechanisms underlying electric resynchronizing modulation with four basic components:
• The magnitude (amplitude, density) of applied charges.
• The frequency of charge waves delivery.
• The cycling time of current application.,
• The number of EEG electrode pairs applicable to regions of interest.
Thats why it is important to bear in Mind that CES therapy provides an instant dosimetric medium resembling drug dosages mediating electrical charges through non-invasive cerebral tissues to solve complex neuronal electric problems. Such problems is not easy to solve, since CES currents are volume distributed.Other features include the conductivity direction and electric current transportation between any pair of acting electrodes. Hence, there is no linear relation between the current that is emitted from electrode and delivered to another electrode. It must be stated that a general brain conductivity medium exists between any pair of acting electrodes in which electrical currents run through cerebral liquid and bulk tissue, accordingly. Even in an intact brain the electric current mainly selects pathways having the least resistance to its conductance. One way of understanding the influence of these neuronal electric problems is to accept as an axiom that the brain in itself is a complex electric organ containing inner self-capacitance enabling electric generation that comes in an interaction with any applied electrical current. Once we know that brain tissues can undergo changes, we may grasp the notion that neuronal electrogeneting shifting may appear as well. In that case one would expect that applied currents may profitable influence and control the altered neuronal electrogenerating properties [31] .
Strikingly, novel ideas relate to the nature of electrical interaction of applied currents with neuronal tissues, embracing the emerged electrical behavior of neuronal tissues that have been under different specifications. Traditionally, it is known that the passage of applied electrical currents through healthy or morbid neuronal tissue have contrasted electrical calibration. Hence, learning principles highlight some current ideas of how outer electric current calibration can help in identifying levels of neuronal elecrogenerating alterations. The most important point here is that CES, in general mediates different electrical parameters that, in turn induce a variety of neuronal electric behavior to be displayed on local spatial distributions. As previously mentioned, the goal of this article is to show that CES introduces an electricals resynchronizing mechanism the biophysics of which postulate that ion channel matrixes primarily reshape neuronal (ionic) electrical waves to recapture from a fresh the natural synchronic pace causing proper brain electrical conductance. From this point of view, if one can look at all interrelated biochemical and biophysical aspects of neurons, it must be clear that the electrical attuning factors of the brain neurons must be actively driven into a fresh homeostatic resynchronization. It means that the general rules of Physics operating in the human brain assist in resynchronizing previously desynchronized electric properties. Concurrently, CES tunes into these biophysical principles to augment electric effects on the neuronal electric architecture and its neuronal own electrical function. Thus, sooner or latter, after a serial of CES applications the brain tissue may functionally enter its electrical resynchronizing phase due to environmental demands. Certainly, it is thus instructive to state that the realization of CES initiates an electrical refreshing operating regime across given ANN and MNN driving them into an anticipated THR remoission. The assumption underlying this statement is that the electromedicine used in CES procedures culminates in resynchronizing primarily the electrical faculties of neurons driving them further to restore their ionic equilibrium with an adequate pace for a new transitory homeostatic resynchronization arrival.
Conclusion
While there remain a number of challenges ahead, it is obvious that one must understand the basics of neuronal electric desynchronization prior to the usage of electric therapeutic agents (ETA). Four cardinal electrical mechanisms participatin in ETA formation are [32, 33] :
• density of ionic charges generated by the applied currents.
• frequency of ion charges for given units of time.
• duration of ionic charge introduction.
• cross sectional distribution via neuronal conductive routes.
ETA formation is presented by quantifying units in coulomb charges, easy calculated from the formulae Q = I x t. Any CES procedure can be quantified in coulombs. CES equivalently induce withy metallic electrons an equivalent intensity and frequency of biophysical ionic streams undet the same number of Coulomb charges operating from the soft scalp tissue and dura matter through cerebral liquid and cerebral tissue acting upon:
• Instant discharge of local counter charges that have been attached to both surfaces of neuronal membranes converting them into neutral particles.
• Local desynchronized ion channel tissues driving them to recapture normal electric (ionic) excitable properties.
• Local membrane lipids causing lipid composition changes that further indirectly brings dielectric property changes.
• Indirectly re-establishing ionic equilibrium on given neuronal conductive pathways leading to an electric transitory homeostatic resynchronization (THR).
The key issues of CES is the challenge to define the number of coulombs exerting clinical efficacy of a single session. It is true by definition that duration of CES introduction differs from state-tostate. The actual mode of stimulation can be condensed or extended in units of time. If this is so, one can anticipate short-term and longterm CES sessions leading to different outcomes. As for an optimal model development further research must challenge the number of coulomb charges used in single sessions, the extension of a session, and the number of sessions for each given subject and illness entity. With this in mind we believe that CES having an additional dosimetric diagnostic assessment may broadly enter neuropsychiatric practice.
